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National report 
 
Date 24/12/2018 
Country  : 
Belgium 

 

  
   
Organisation  
ACTP / TTB 

 

Name Pierre 
Havelange 

 

 
 
Positive points for public transport in your country 
 
 
 
Extension of “ S” networks. 
 
Up to know the brand “ S” was only applied to suburban services around 
Brussels. 
From September, SNCB has rebranded local “L” all-stations services around 
Antwerp, Liège, Charleroi and Ghent as “S” in an approximately                           
30km radius of these towns. 
For the client, this resulted in the introduction of an integrated ticketing system 
called Citypass valid 24h, 1 month  or one year on SNCB trains , De Lijn or TEC 
trams and busses. 
 
 
“Hourly“ service between Brussels and Kôln 
 
From April 2019, there will be more ICE between Brussels and Kôln. 
The combination of the 7 ICE services and of the 5 Thalys services will result in a 
close to hourly service between Brussels and Köln. 
 
 
Study for reopening of Dinant-Givet line. 
 
In cooperation and at demand of French Région Grand Est, Belgian Minister of 
Transport agreed to perform a prefeasibility study for the reopening of 
Dinant_Givet line.  
A similar study was already performed 10 years ago. 
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New tramline in Brussels. 
 
A completely new tramline has been put in operation in Brussels. 
The new line 9 connect the multimodal station Simonis to the Unversity Hospital 
UZ and later to the Heysel Exhibition center. 
The entire line has its own dedicated right of way. 
This new line brings a significant improvement for public transport in the North  
of Brussels. 
 
 
 
 
Negative points for public transport in your country 
 
 
Descent into hell on Arlon Luxembourg line. 
 
The downward spiral continues on Brussels-Luxembourg line. 
The line between Arlon and Luxembourg was closed between  July and 
September 16 in order to complete conversion from 3kVDC to 25kV electrical 
feeding. 
Although planned since 6 years, it appeared on September 17 that SNCB was 
unprepared to this conversion. 
This resulted in: 
- Lack of suitable rolling stock equipped for 25kV and certified for CFL network.      
   most of the trains of the trains Brussels -Luxembourg ended in Arlon and a  
   shuttle service Arlon -Luxembourg had to be organised. 
 - Lack of training of Belgian drivers on CFL rolling stock. 
 
The consequences therefore was Cancellation of trains .353 trains cancelled 
between September and November 22. 
-Important delays . 
-Missed correspondences. 
-Wrong communication to passengers due to the fact that that route planners of 
SNCB and CFL are not coordinated 
 
Added to this, SNCB announced that from December 10  due to works , the 2 
last trains  Brussels– Luxembourg will end at Libramont without alternate  
solutions for passengers to Marbehan and Arlon. 
 
No significant improvements are expected before 2021. 
 
 
Cancellation of trains. SNCB hits new high. 
 
For the ten first months of the year, 21968 trains have been cancelled compared 
to 14412 for the same period in 2017, a rise of 52,4% in one year. 
According to SNCB, 48% of cancellations were due to third parties or 
uncontrollable events. 
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National report 
 
Date 28/12/2018  
Country France  
Organisation:FNAUT   
Name M. Quidort   
 
 
Positive points for public transport in your country:  
 

• It is not always easy to make the difference between positive and negative 
information. This has been accentuated by recent developments which have led to 
a reorientation of former decisions, not always in favour of a sustainable and 
coherent mobility policy.  

 
• The future law on Mobility “LOM” which should be voted by the Parliament in 

spring 2019 has been impacted by the “Yellow Jackets” movement and some 
previous positive provisions such as congestion charge and implementation of a 
specific transport tax (“versement de transport”) in low density areas have been 
deleted. The law should be very supportive to “new mobility” (car sharing and –
pooling, bike policy, autonomous shuttles, electric vehicles …) and touch upon 
very specific topics: such as PT competitive tendering in the Capital Region Ile-de-
France or the organisation of Lyons Metropolis. However, ambitious projects 
should be limited by public funds scarcity. 

• Reopening of the railway line Belfort (FR) – Delle (CH). 
• Development of “Ouigo” (low cost TGV services) by SNCF, but with a correlative 

reduction of normal TGV services. 
• Reinstatement of train services between France and Belgium: Aulnoye (FR) – 

Mons (BE) and Maubeuge (FR) – Charleroi (BE). 
 

 
 

Negative points for public transport in your country:  
 

• SNCF Mobilités (RU) policy of closing regional and local lines is going on: last 
impacted are Epinal-Saint Dié and Sarreguemines-Sarre Union (Grand Est 
Region).  

• Between 2011 and 2018, SNCF Mobilités has closed 968 km of regional lines. A 
recent FNAUT study shows that transferring a service from rail to coach results in 
a customer loss of 30 to 50% shifting mainly to the private car or no more 
travelling. 

• The new mood of the hydrogen powered train is expanding under the insistent 
lobbying of Alstom and the favourable view it is enjoying among political decision 
makers as it is supposed to solve “small lines” problems. Although this technique 
tailored to rail is far from being mature, negative decisions detrimental to 
customers and backed by the excuse of the hydrogen power solving problems 
have already been taken (for instance abandoning the electrification of a branch 
line which would have allowed a direct route to Paris).   
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National report 
 

Date  12.01.2019 

Country   Germany 

Organisation  PRO BAHN/VCD/DBV 

Name  Peter Cornelius/Matthias Kurzeck/Wolfgang Klapdor 
 
Positive points for public transport in your country:  
 

National Transport Minister starts an “alliance for the future of rail” (Zukunftsbuendnis 
Schiene) including five working groups (integrated timetable/Deutschlandtakt, 
infrastructure, competition, noise and digitalization) of all stakeholders. This is a result of 
and based on the lobby work of PRO BAHN and VCD under the roof of Allianz-pro-
Schiene. Money is still missing (see negative points). 
First draft of Deutschlandtakt with regional traffic is published (follow the links at the 
bottom of the press release), lots of inconsistencies to be solved. 
www.bmvi.de/SharedDocs/DE/Pressemitteilungen/2018/080-scheuer-
deutschlandtakt.html 
 
ÖBB offered new night train connections starting from Germany starting 09.12.2019 
https://presse.oebb.at/de/presseinformationen/ein-zeichen-guter-nachbarschaft-neue-
direktverbindungen-von-berlin-nach-wien 
 
Commercial companies offering alternative for paper-based request of passenger rights 
requests - consumer organisation gives overview 
https://www.test.de/Zugverspaetung-Entschaedigung-online-beantragen-so-gehts-
5385235-0/ 
 
German federal countries decide on the need of automatic passenger right request 
compensation in their meeting of 14.12.2019 
https://www.bundesrat.de/SharedDocs/beratungsvorgaenge/2018/0501-0600/0571-
18.html?cms_templateQueryString=571%2F18&cms_fromSearch=true 

 
Negative points for public transport in your country: 
 

The lack of investment into rail causes more and more delays on account 
of infrastructure defects and missing maintenance. Additionally there are 
not enough maintenance facilities for the new rolling stock (ICE 4). 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/dec/20/trains-on-time-
germans-deutsche-bahn-railway 
 
Invest in rail will rise by 4% only in 2019 (much less than the rate of price 
increases in construction sector), invest in roads will rise by 56%. 
www.allianz-pro-schiene.de/presse/pressemitteilungen/bundeshaushalt-
2019-verkehrspolitischer-blindflug/ 



EPF Luxembourg report  

 

Organisation:   ALACF 

Delegate:  Trevor Garrod 

Vice-delegate:  Maurice Losch 

Date:    December 2018 

 

ALACF-EPF delegate: 

In spring 2018 ALACF, for reasons of time to join regularly EPF meetings, changed the delegate in EPF. 
Trevor Garrod has been nominated delegate and Maurice Losch, delegate for the past years, stays 
vice-delegate. Albert Lambert EPF founding member and delegate for long years is in future, if 
needed, joining occasionally or on working group level. 

General politics: 

In October 2018 there were national elections in Luxembourg. The previous liberal-socialist-green 
government was confirmed and start December the new liberal-socialist-green governmental 
programme and ministers were officialised. The greens are in charge of most of the ministries in 
relation to public transport: transport ministry, ministry for city-planning, energy ministry, climate-
protection and environment ministry. The socialists are in charge of the new consumer protection 
ministry. 

General public Transport: 

The new governmental programme, for the next 5 years, has several strong statements relevant for 
public transport and passengers: 

- Extensions of the Tram in Luxembourg City (main-station, south-city, airport, etc.); 

- General high investment policy in the train infrastructure, especially to manage daily cross-
border traffic;   

- Investments in intermodal mobility issues (including cycling and e-mobility); 

- All the inland public transport (bus, train, tram) will be for free for all passengers. 

Before the elections the 3 governmental parties had different views on free public transport and 
investments in public transport. The coalition compromise is to make public transport for free, but in 
the same time increase and give more priority to public investments in public transport and the 
public transport infrastructure. The goal is to increase public transport attractivity by increasing the 
service, on offer and price. Parallel there should be steps to increase petrol price for cars. In line with 
the governmental programme objectives there will probably be no trainline closing in the next years. 
But, in consequence of the digitalisation and the free public transport, it could be a challenge to keep 
in future the “human-element” and a “human passengers service” in the public transport systems. 

 

Maurice Losch 
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National report 
 
30 12 2018  
Netherlands  
Rover 
Arriën Kruyt 

 

  
 
 
Positive points for public transport in your country:  
 

- Before the general elections in 2017 a broad coalition – de Mobiliteitsalliantie - 
was formed to lobby for more investment in public transport and cycling facilities. 
Even the traditional pro car organisation supported this lobby.  Despite the fact 
that the national government responded lukewarm, the lobby is continuing with 
strong support of the national union of employers and of the local governments of 
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague and Utrecht. There is a lot of debate on 
climate change and one of the obvious solutions is a modal shift from cars to 
public transport and cycling. The government seems not able to make up its 
mind.   
 

- There was an increase of the use of public transport in 2018 all over the country 
with the exception of the rural Province of Zeeland. In the Provinces of Groningen 
and Drenthe a network of fast buses from hub to hub with good facilities at the 
busstations has proved to be very successful. 
 

- The customers are on the whole more positive on public transport companies then 
before. The image of public transport is better than ever.  
 

- In Amsterdam the Noord-Zuid metro line is opened. 
 

- NS is more punctual than ever. The introduction of new trains has increased the 
number of available seats. NS has ordered more new trains to cope with the 
increasing demand. 
 

- NS introduced the possibility for post-paid travel with an ov-chipcard, which will 
lower the threshold for people who do not travel often by train. 
 

- In Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Utrecht new large bicycle sheds with capacities for 
thousands of bicycles are very popular. Bikes can be stored for free the first 24 
hours with an Ov-chipcard. Other stations will follow. 
 

- The demand of the OV-fiets of NS and of other similar schemes for bikes for rent 
from stations has increased tremendously. It is considered the best solution for 
the last mile. In NL 44% of the passengers takes a bike to go to a station. 26% 
take a bike to reach a destination from a station.  
 

- NS runs successfully intercity-trains every 10 minutes between Eindhoven, ‘s 
Hertogenbosch, Utrecht and Amsterdam. 
 

- A public debate has started on the replacement of flights by international trains. 
The CEO of NS has lobbied successfully in Berlin the German authorities and DB to 
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accelerate the Amsterdam- Berlin service. This lobby was supported by Rover and 
ProBahn. The use of international trains is increasing every year. The Eurostar 
service from London to Amsterdam has started. From June 2019 Eurostar will run 
three trains a day instead of two. 
 

- The electrification of the international line from Heerlen to Herzogenrath is 
finished, but the new trains are not yet authorised by the German and Belgian 
authorities 
 

- The number of electric buses has increased and will further increase.  
 

- In 2019 less lines will be closed by ProRail for engineering work. Rover has been 
lobbying for years on this issue  
 

- Arriva is experimenting a train run on hydrogen gas in the Province of Groningen. 
 
 

 
Negative points for public transport in your country:  
 

 
- The punctuality of the Beneluxtrains between Amsterdam and Brussels is still 

below level due to problems of the software in the locomotives made by 
Bombardier. 
 

- The prices of the tickets on the Beneluxtrains have increased unless you are able 
to book early. 
 

- The re-opening of the line from Hook of Holland to Rotterdam has been postponed 
again and again due to the late delivery of the software of Bombardier. The line is 
converted from a railway line of NS into a metro line integrated in the metro 
network of Rotterdam. The actual replacement bus service is unpopular. 
 

- The opening of the Uithof-tramline between Utrecht Central station and the 
university had to be postponed again due to complicated engineering work. 
 

- The Arriva-trains for the line Aachen Heerlen Maastricht Liege are delivered but 
the German and the Belgian authorities have not yet given permission. At the 
moment the train service is replaced by buses. 
 

- The regional trains from Hengelo to Bielefeld are a mess due to technical 
problems and staff shortages. The German authorities are investigating. 
 

- Many railway lines in the highly populated Provinces North-, South-Holland and 
Utrecht are saturated. Necessary investment to increase the capacity is not 
available. 
 

- There is no clear policy on ERTMS. 
 

- The government will increase in 2019 the VAT on tickets from 6 to 9 %. 
 

 
ROVER 
 
Arriën Kruyt has left in 2018 as chairman of Rover and is replaced by Walter Etty, a 
former Alderman of Amsterdam. Ineke van der Werf has left as director of Rover. Freek 
Bos has been appointed as director of Rover and will be responsible for external contacts. 
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National Spanish report – December 2018   
 
Date  24/12/18 
Country  Spain  
Organisation  PTP 
Name  Pau Noy 
 
Positive points for public transport in our country:  

 
1. Public Transport in Barcelona got this year the best qualifications in its history from 

citizens and users, according with a survey on public services made by the city. A score 
of 7.3 (over 10) in buses and a 7.5 (over 10) in metro. The forecast is that at the end of 
2018 the historical record of passengers in Barcelona and its metropolitan region will be 
broken. This is not the case of Madrid where despite of the notorious increase of 
passengers over the last years, current figures are still below of the historical maximum 
of passengers before 2008 crisis. 

 
2. After three years of rail interruption, due to a bad planning of the works in the new high 

speed line, Granada has a daily rail link with Madrid with a Talgo train following the old 
track. Barcelona is claiming for the recovery of the night trains with Granada. 

 
3. At the end of November Barcelona completed the deployment of the New Bus Network, 

which includes 28 lines in an orthogonal scheme (H=Horizontal; V= Vertical; D=Diagonal 
lines). During the process, that lasted 6 years, a total of 30 conventional bus lines were 
suppressed and other 30 lines have been created, 28 belonging to the new network and 
other 2 of proximity, as well as the remodelling of many others. 

 
4. All electric rails in Catalonia, including Renfe, are fuelling from renewable sources. It 

means as a whole zero CO2 emissions. 
 
5. Metro of Barcelona got public administrations financial a commitment for purchasing 42 

new metro set trains replacing the old and with asbestos trains. 
 
6. New timetables in suburban rail Ferrocarrils de la Generalitat, FGC, trains show a high 

frequency service between Sabadell/Terrassa and Barcelona, providing a service every 3’ 
from Sant Cugat to Barcelona, in the rush hour, and 8’ from Sabadell and Terrassa. 

 
7. The new Spanish government has taken some interesting decisions related to Renfe 

services. A) In Córdoba conversion of the former rail shuttles between the university and 
the central station, in a regular suburban rail service. B) New suburban rail line between 
Alicante and Villena. C) Extension of the suburban rail service from Castelló to Vinaròs. 
D) New semi-direct rail services between Torrelavega and Santander in the FEVE metric 
gauge network. 
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Negative points for public transport in our country 
 

1. The Catalan Government confirmed the suppression of the rail line crossing Cambrils 
and Salou (in the province of Tarragona) that will get worse the rail service for 600.000 
passengers per year. A new rail line in the outskirts of these towns has been provided, 
but Cambrils station is placed 2 km away from centre city and there is none station in 
the case of Salou. 
 

2. Manuel Valls, former Prime Minster in France and now candidate for the mayor of 
Barcelona, said that if he wins the elections, Local Public Transport could be for free. 

 
3. Difficulties in the exploitation of the rail service between Madrid and Extremadura due 

to lack of investments and reliability of the locomotives. Some important 
demonstrations have taken place claiming for a better service. 
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National report 
 
Date  23.12.2018 
Country  Great Britain 
Organisation  TravelWatch SouthWest 
Name  Christopher Irwin 

 
 
Positive/Negative points for public transport in your country:  

 
1. “No-Deal” Brexit planning:  The EU Commission is implementing its Contingency 

Action Plan to protect its vital interests in event of a “no-deal” Brexit on 29th March.  
The Plan has received an initial welcome from the UK Government.  The 
Commission has adopted two measures that will avoid full interruption of air traffic 
between the EU and the UK in the event of no deal. These measures will only 
ensure basic connectivity subject to the UK conferring equivalent rights to EU air 
carriers, as well as the UK ensuring conditions of fair competition.  They involve: 

a. a Regulation to ensure temporarily (for 12 months) the provision of certain 
air services between the UK and the EU 

b. a Regulation to extend temporarily (for 9 months) the validity of certain 
aviation safety licences. 

c. a Regulation to allow UK road haulage operators to temporarily (nine 
months) carry goods into the EU, provided the UK confers equivalent rights 
to EU road haulage operators and subject to fair competition conditions. 

The European Commission had previously authorised the UK to seek bilateral 
arrangements with FR, BE, NL and EI to facilitate the continued smooth functioning 
of cross-border rail services after Brexit. The UK is taking the position that, given 
the large amount of trade and citizens travelling on these services, it is in both 
sides’ interests to agree to such arrangements. If there is “no-deal”, should 
appropriate bilateral arrangements not have been concluded, operators of rail 
services through the Channel Tunnel or on the Enterprise route between Northern 
Ireland and the Republic of Ireland would need to hold separate licenses and safety 
certification for the UK no later than two years after Brexit-day as well as a license 
issued in an EU country from Brexit-day. (See: 
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/legislation/brexit-notice-to-
stakeholders-rail-transport.pdf and 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/rail-transport-if-theres-no-brexit-
deal/rail-transport-if-theres-no-brexit-deal) As far as passenger rights are 
concerned, the position of most passengers will remain largely unchanged since EU 
regulations on passengers’ rights is being incorporated into UK law. (See: 
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/passenger-travel-to-the-eu-by-air-rail-or-sea-after-
brexit and https://www.gov.uk/guidance/passenger-consumer-rights-when-
travelling-to-the-eu-after-brexit) 
 

2. New aviation strategy and a new responsibility for Transport Focus:  The 
UK Government has issued a consultation paper outlining its proposals for a new 
aviation strategy. The strategy would focus on: 

a. developing a partnership for sustainable growth which meets rising 
passenger demand, balanced with action to reduce environmental and 
community impacts 

b. building on the UK’s success to establish new connections across the world 
and create greater choice for consumers 

https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/legislation/brexit-notice-to-stakeholders-rail-transport.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/legislation/brexit-notice-to-stakeholders-rail-transport.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/rail-transport-if-theres-no-brexit-deal/rail-transport-if-theres-no-brexit-deal
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/rail-transport-if-theres-no-brexit-deal/rail-transport-if-theres-no-brexit-deal
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/passenger-travel-to-the-eu-by-air-rail-or-sea-after-brexit
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/passenger-travel-to-the-eu-by-air-rail-or-sea-after-brexit
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/passenger-consumer-rights-when-travelling-to-the-eu-after-brexit
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/passenger-consumer-rights-when-travelling-to-the-eu-after-brexit
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c. improving the passenger experience, including through technology and 
innovation, a new Passenger Charter and action to reduce border delays. 

The proposed Passenger Charter includes: 
i. minimum standards for open data use so that information is freely 

available to industry and government to use to meet consumer needs 
ii. transparent, prominent and fair industry terms and conditions 
iii. Transport Focus statutory role would be extended to cover 

representation of the interests of air passengers.  (See 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system
/uploads/attachment_data/file/765253/aviation-2050-web.pdf and 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/aviation-2050-the-
future-of-uk-aviation-consultation-consumers-reports) 
 

3. Re-routing in event of flight cancellation or delay:  Under Article 8 of 
Regulation EU261/2004, passengers have the right to be re-booked on an 
alternative flight if their original flight has been cancelled, even if the flight is with a 
different airline. The UK Civil Aviation Authority has given airlines until 30th June to 
be clearer with passengers on their rights to be flown on other airlines when the 
flight they originally booked has been cancelled.  A review of the 30 largest airlines 
operating across the EU found that, although most were able to demonstrate that 
they could offer passengers a replacement flight on another airline, it was not made 
sufficiently clear to consumers when or how this would take place. 
 

4. Rail Delays and Compensation:   The UK Government commissioned Transport 
Focus to carry out fresh research on the propensity of passengers to claim 
compensation for delay to their rail service. (See: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attac
hment_data/file/751380/rail-delays-and-compensation-report-2018-revised.pdf) 
The majority of passengers use services provided by franchises that are covered by 
the Delay Repay Scheme.  Under Delay Repay the proportion of the fare paid to 
which a passenger is entitled in compensation increases with the length of the 
delay. Most franchisees provide compensation for delays to journeys from 30 
minutes (DR30), although an increasing number offer compensation for delays from 
15 minutes (DR15).  Some franchisees provide compensation automatically through 
a passenger’s smartcard or to the bank card used for ticket purchase. A minority of 
franchisees have not yet been required to introduce Delay Repay by the franchisor, 
the Department for Transport, in an attempt to contain its costs; these continue to 
apply a less generous and more restrictive system of compensation. Transport 
Focus found that around three quarters of eligible passengers were aware that they 
could claim compensation; 39% of eligible passengers claimed compensation under 
DR30 while only 18% of passengers claimed for their most recent delay under 
DR15.  The decision on whether to claim compensation appears to relate to ticket 
price, frequency of delays experienced and the length of delay: essentially, around 
one third of eligible passengers, didn’t think that it was worth making the effort to 
get back relatively small amounts in compensation.   
 

 
 
   

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/765253/aviation-2050-web.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/765253/aviation-2050-web.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/aviation-2050-the-future-of-uk-aviation-consultation-consumers-reports
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/aviation-2050-the-future-of-uk-aviation-consultation-consumers-reports
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751380/rail-delays-and-compensation-report-2018-revised.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751380/rail-delays-and-compensation-report-2018-revised.pdf
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London report 
 
Date  24 December 2018 
Region London 
Organisation  London TravelWatch 
Name  Janet Cooke 
 
Positive 
 

• The new coordinated and customer-focussed approach to managing major 
stations that was pioneered by Network Rail’s South East team has been 
recognised and Network Rail’s newly appointed Chief Executive has asked their 
Stations Director to lead a national best practice project.  This is something 
London TravelWatch has been advocating for many years.  Passengers have also 
noticed the change of approach and Victoria NR Station recently received the 
highest ever improvement in satisfaction scores. 

 
 
Negative 
 

• The final opening of London’s major new railway, Crossrail/the Elizabeth Line, has 
been put back for at least a year – and the estimated final costs risen by £600m 
to £15.4bn.   

• Transport for London is carrying out a major review of bus services in London – 
overall designed to reduce service provision in central London where ridership is 
declining, and increase it in outer London where patronage is growing.  The 
details are still being consulted on, but there is no doubt that the increased need 
for more passengers to change from one bus to another during their journey will 
impact badly on those with disabilities. 

• The reduction in fares income, loss of central government grant and the impact of 
Crossrail delays all mean that Transport for London’s budget is severely reduced 
and difficult decisions are being made which will impact badly on transport users. 
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National report 
 
Date  18th December 2018 
Country  UK 
Organisation  Railfuture 
Name  Dennis Fancett 

 
 
Positive points for public transport in your country:  
 
On 20th September 2018, the UK Secretary of State for Transport, the Rt Hon Chris 
Grayling MP announced ‘A sweeping review to Transform Britain’s Railways’. The Rail 
Review (Williams Review) is expected to be the most significant since privatisation, and 
will consider ambitious recommendations for reform to ensure the British rail system 
continues to benefit passengers and support a stronger, fairer economy. The Review 
will take into account the findings of the report by Professor Stephen Glaister (Office of 
Rail and Road) into the May 2018 timetable introduction fiasco. The government have 
written to Railfuture inviting it to submit a formal response to the Rail Review 
Consultation.  

 
On December 7th, the Office of Rail and Road published its recommendations for 
preventing a repeat of the May 2018 timetable failure which stimulated the Rail 
Review. This was alongside a draft final order requiring Network Rail to improve its 
timetabling process. Recommendations include clearer scope for industry boards to 
oversee major network change, independent system wide advice and auditing for 
major network changes, addressing optimism bias by learning from other sectors and 
enhanced monitoring by ORR.   
 
Also on December 7th the Department for Transport published “The Case for East West 
Rail, Western Section Phase II” setting out why the government supports the project to 
reinstate a rail link between Bicester/Aylesbury and Milton Keynes/Bedford. Railfuture 
continues to strongly campaign for re instatement of the whole Oxford to Cambridge 
route, with some success. 
 
A new national timetable was implemented on December 9th. Two significant rail 
service landmarks were achieved. Firstly, a major stage in the North to South, across 
London Thameslink project was implemented with 200 additional trains running across 
Central London per day. Electrification delays have continued to be an issue but 
Scotland, with its better rail governance saw three new electric services introduced. 
Glasgow to Edinburgh via Cumbernauld, Glasgow to Dunblane and Edinburgh to Alloa. 
There are now 5 rail services running between Glasgow and Edinburgh with a standard 
service pattern of 13 trains each hour! This is resulting in a significant transfer of diesel 
trains to England where there is an acute shortage given delays to English 
electrification projects.  
 
The former Eurostar terminal at Waterloo reopened permanently on December 10th, 
initially for three platforms followed by the remaining two platforms in May 2019. This 
will facilitate the big increase in service levels by South Western Railway from May. 
 
The Office of Rail and Road published its 2017-18 estimates of station usage on 
December 11th. London Waterloo was the busiest station for the 15th consecutive year 
despite the total number of passengers using it dropping by 5m to 94.4m. Demand for 
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rail travel in Britain has resumed its general upward trend except in areas which have 
been subject to regular rail strikes or disruption from major project engineering work. 
Of particular interest is the success of recently reopened stations in large conurbations 
such as West Yorkshire (Leeds) - Kirkstall Forge, Apperley Bridge and Low Moor, 
following successful campaigning by Railfuture. 
 
The industry is testing technology from Zipabout, designed to provide passengers with 
personalised travel information through Facebook Messenger. Passengers who take 
part in the trial will be able to sign up to receive alerts for regular commutes and one-
off journeys via a ” Keep Me Updated” button. For years Twitter has been the main 
source of information for minute by minute information on travel news but people do 
not want to scroll endlessly through news feeds to find out about delays to journeys 
that may not be relevant to them. Railfuture will be taking a keen interest in this 
development.  

 
 
Negative points for public transport in your country:  
 
Whilst the rail industry has now on the whole recovered from the May 2018 new 
timetable implementation fiasco, with the wholescale cancelations and bus substation 
for entire routes in some cases now finally replaced by the full scheduled timetabled 
service, it has resulted in the December 2018 changes, other than the Thameslink and 
Scotland exceptions listed in Section 1, being largely unambitious and risk-free. 
Upgrades that had been planned for May 18 but withdrawn just before the timetable 
publication have not as yet been re-instated in all cases. Other improvements 
scheduled for December 2018 have been put back to May 2019. 
 
Sadly, ongoing strike action continues in the North of England with local Saturday 
services widely disrupted and withdrawn completely on some lines. This has a 
detrimental effect on major sporting fixtures and Christmas markets. The dispute 
concerns responsibility for safety critical “door closing” duties. There was a glimmer of 
hope that statements of clarification issued by Transport for the North would be 
sufficient to resolve the deadlock between the Train company Northern and the union, 
but whilst it enabled a fresh round of talks to commence, no breakthrough has yet 
been announced. 
 
Whilst the government remains committed to HS2 from London to Birmingham and 
North West England, it is rather less committed to the north east leg to the East 
Midlands and Leeds, saying that stakeholders need to work harder for it. This is partly 
out of concerns on cost escalation for the Crossrail project in London leading to the 
removal if its chairman, Sir Terry Morgan who also chaired HS2. 
 
On December 11th Transport for London published its draft updated 5-year plan for 
2018/19 to 2023/24. The Mayor of London had previously included a fares freeze as a 
main element of his election manifesto, but a weakening of demand for London 
Underground journeys plus the just declared £1.7bn cost overrun for Crossrail has 
resulted in this being abandoned, with the plan now saying London fares will rise by 
RPI + 1% each year. Some investment in systems and renewals in London 
Underground has also had to be cut back but the plan still contains significant 
investment including the Northern Line extension to Battersea (under construction) 
together with further development of the London Overground and Tramlink. 
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National report 
 
Date  9.1.19 
Country  Austria 
Organisation  PRO BAHN Österreich 
Name   

 
 
AUSTRIAN AND EU TOPICS 
OeBB Postbus has begun micro-public transport in lightly populated areas. 
OeBB should increase its cross-border services. The success of Nightjet shows the demand 
for these. 
The integrated even-interval network must not be full of exceptions. 
Each federal state has its own ticketing offers. These need to be harmonised nationally Seats 
in groups of four are preferable to seats in rows. 
Use less red in the interior decoration of carriages. 
Monitors in Inter-City trains (Cityjet) should also show bus connections (as they do in 
Switzerland). 
 
SALZBURG 
Neeed for proper even interval services on all lines. 
Public transport on Sundays and holidays in city centre should run at 30-min intervals. 
More services needed on the Tauern route, which should all be double-tracked. 
Extension of trolleybus routes. 
Improvements to various local lines, including Salzburger Lokalbahn. 
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National report for Finland 3 / 2018 
Date  10.1.2019 (time frame September – December 2018)  

Organisation Suomen Rautatiematkustajat ry, http://www.rautatiematkustajat.fi/ 

Name  Kalevi Kämäräinen  

Positive points for public transport: 

1. Six bidders compete to operate the Tampere tram: VR Group Oy, two Finnish bus firms,

Ab Stockholms Spårvägar, Go-Ahead Finland Oy and Transtech Oy (Skoda)1.

2. We suggested2 more extensive use of wooden platforms in railway stations along with

a society representing wood industry3 (perhaps surprisingly, they have been accepted

only as an exceptional feature in this forested state). As it happens, the administration

approved the idea4 and a wooden platform has been constructed on a trial basis5. The

idea is to have cheaper platform structures than before.

3. Also, in a surprise move, Minister of Economic Affairs Mika Lintilä announced he will

resolve the effects of reintroducing at least some of the so-called inland sleeper routes

with the help of a fact finder6. Over the years, we have made several proposals to see

them running again7. It remains to be seen, how self-reliant conclusions the fact finder

can make (being the customary “VR says this and that”, nothing will hit the rails).

4. VR is running a direct but very restricted Tampere – Kouvola service on trial basis over

the new Riihimäki triangle track (local “Ordsall Chord” for freight). The test period will

last until next June.8

5. In an all-time first, the Ministry of Transport and Communications asked the public

about passenger train services and views on regional service novelties.9

Negative points for public transport: 

1. Passengers served by the so called railbuses made by Vagonka (nowadays Skoda

Vagonka) have criticized VR for not trying to catch fare dodgers on some remote

routes (this has an adverse effect on the economy of the already weak services). Lo

and behold: fare inspectors’ headquarters is situated in the South of Finland, so it is

admittedly pretty “challenging” to supervise services running some 500 kilometres

away during a work shift…10

2. VR must find out, if there is something wrong with the fire safety of the 16 Vagonka

units11. Their reliability is also otherwise questionable, as they have been replaced by

bus services quite frequently on some routes12.

3. Modern railway traffic once again proved its vulnerability, as one telecommunications

swith broke down during maintenance work and caused a standstill for almost two

hours (delays naturally lasting even longer)13.

NOTE: Further details provided per request (this time almost all sources only in Finnish). 

1 https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10558592 
2 https://api.hankeikkuna.fi/asiakirjat/f0938a03-2bfd-4d92-82a0-5cc1ed57309e/f9111161-28cc-426b-a177-
bde12aa95a29/LAUSUNTO_20180502122000.PDF 
3 https://api.hankeikkuna.fi/asiakirjat/f0938a03-2bfd-4d92-82a0-5cc1ed57309e/27ac92b2-5d1b-41e8-aa76-
d57ef42964c7/LAUSUNTO_20180503131000.PDF 
4 https://api.hankeikkuna.fi/asiakirjat/f0938a03-2bfd-4d92-82a0-5cc1ed57309e/5bb4df4c-7974-472e-b7aa-
8f73610900c5/JULKAISU_20181022055722.pdf 
5 https://www.sipoonsanomat.fi/artikkeli/726324-nikkilan-juna-asemalla-otetaan-lauantaina-kayttoon-45-
metrinen-matkustajalaituri 
6 https://www.kainuunsanomat.fi/kainuun-sanomat/kainuu/elinkeinoministeri-lintila-selvityttaa-yojunan-
paluumahdollisuuden/?fbclid=IwAR2cqpnbKqpeBmkXp1s0Uajjx0GH0VIGUj6PObr3j4vMhe1kqokHQ2o9PEw 
7 http://www.rautatiematkustajat.fi/Updates.htm 
8 https://kouvolansanomat.fi/uutiset/lahella/0696a4b4-0b41-4327-ab39-29deba56346b 
9 https://www.lvm.fi/-/ministerio-pyytaa-alueiden-nakemyksia-junaliikenteen-kehittamisesta-
982647?fbclid=IwAR1zr3vw6Op0SJviV9EyVNhgKhw8W0XcenOCzNoAjm50anKa0-DSi9ZhTks 
10 https://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/maakunta/item/200993?fbclid=IwAR0TH67I13SoSO-
Tqj7_0P9mSE4iDvcax72Y_gmxFgq960fvQ58OqxP_YoDg 
11 https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10459918 
12 https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10470744 
13 https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10413954 

http://www.rautatiematkustajat.fi/
https://www.tampereenratikka.fi/en/
http://www.transtech.fi/index.php?id=238&lang_id=1
https://tem.fi/en/ministers
https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10558592
https://api.hankeikkuna.fi/asiakirjat/f0938a03-2bfd-4d92-82a0-5cc1ed57309e/f9111161-28cc-426b-a177-bde12aa95a29/LAUSUNTO_20180502122000.PDF
https://api.hankeikkuna.fi/asiakirjat/f0938a03-2bfd-4d92-82a0-5cc1ed57309e/f9111161-28cc-426b-a177-bde12aa95a29/LAUSUNTO_20180502122000.PDF
https://api.hankeikkuna.fi/asiakirjat/f0938a03-2bfd-4d92-82a0-5cc1ed57309e/27ac92b2-5d1b-41e8-aa76-d57ef42964c7/LAUSUNTO_20180503131000.PDF
https://api.hankeikkuna.fi/asiakirjat/f0938a03-2bfd-4d92-82a0-5cc1ed57309e/27ac92b2-5d1b-41e8-aa76-d57ef42964c7/LAUSUNTO_20180503131000.PDF
https://api.hankeikkuna.fi/asiakirjat/f0938a03-2bfd-4d92-82a0-5cc1ed57309e/5bb4df4c-7974-472e-b7aa-8f73610900c5/JULKAISU_20181022055722.pdf
https://api.hankeikkuna.fi/asiakirjat/f0938a03-2bfd-4d92-82a0-5cc1ed57309e/5bb4df4c-7974-472e-b7aa-8f73610900c5/JULKAISU_20181022055722.pdf
https://www.sipoonsanomat.fi/artikkeli/726324-nikkilan-juna-asemalla-otetaan-lauantaina-kayttoon-45-metrinen-matkustajalaituri
https://www.sipoonsanomat.fi/artikkeli/726324-nikkilan-juna-asemalla-otetaan-lauantaina-kayttoon-45-metrinen-matkustajalaituri
https://www.kainuunsanomat.fi/kainuun-sanomat/kainuu/elinkeinoministeri-lintila-selvityttaa-yojunan-paluumahdollisuuden/?fbclid=IwAR2cqpnbKqpeBmkXp1s0Uajjx0GH0VIGUj6PObr3j4vMhe1kqokHQ2o9PEw
https://www.kainuunsanomat.fi/kainuun-sanomat/kainuu/elinkeinoministeri-lintila-selvityttaa-yojunan-paluumahdollisuuden/?fbclid=IwAR2cqpnbKqpeBmkXp1s0Uajjx0GH0VIGUj6PObr3j4vMhe1kqokHQ2o9PEw
http://www.rautatiematkustajat.fi/Updates.htm
https://kouvolansanomat.fi/uutiset/lahella/0696a4b4-0b41-4327-ab39-29deba56346b
https://www.lvm.fi/-/ministerio-pyytaa-alueiden-nakemyksia-junaliikenteen-kehittamisesta-982647?fbclid=IwAR1zr3vw6Op0SJviV9EyVNhgKhw8W0XcenOCzNoAjm50anKa0-DSi9ZhTks
https://www.lvm.fi/-/ministerio-pyytaa-alueiden-nakemyksia-junaliikenteen-kehittamisesta-982647?fbclid=IwAR1zr3vw6Op0SJviV9EyVNhgKhw8W0XcenOCzNoAjm50anKa0-DSi9ZhTks
https://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/maakunta/item/200993?fbclid=IwAR0TH67I13SoSO-Tqj7_0P9mSE4iDvcax72Y_gmxFgq960fvQ58OqxP_YoDg
https://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/maakunta/item/200993?fbclid=IwAR0TH67I13SoSO-Tqj7_0P9mSE4iDvcax72Y_gmxFgq960fvQ58OqxP_YoDg
https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10459918
https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10470744
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Positive points for public transport in Sweden 
 
 
Right of regress opportunity to improve rail maintenance 
Since July a new national act, concerning right of regress, applies in order to entitle 
operators to claim infrastructure managers infrastructure charges if delays or 
cancellations are caused by infrastructure disruptions. In order to achieve a well-
functioning liberalized market, the right of regress is very important to ensure 
commercial and societal funded undertakings financial predictability. In long term, the 
right of regress creates incentives for the infrastructure managers to better maintain the 
infrastructure, which would contribute to reduce delays and cancellations in favour of 
passengers. 
 
Subsidies for night trains 
In the autumn, it became clear with governmental subsidies for daily night train services 
all year round from Gothenburg and Stockholm to northern Sweden (Duved as well as 
Umeå and Luleå). The decision benefits those passengers who choose to travel climate-
friendly at long distances, because night trains offer an opportunity to sleep away the 
long travel time. Night trains to North Sweden are popular among Swedish and foreign 
tourists during the winter and summer season. However, it has been more difficult with 
profitability during the interim periods. The governmental subsidies will be paid until 
December 2020 and create regularity and predictability which is positive for the 
passengers. 
 
The Green Party had an electoral pledge ahead of the Parliament elections in September 
to request procurements of night trains to Europe. The Green Party would like to see 
night trains on the routes Stockholm – Hamburg, Malmö - Berlin, Malmö - Cologne - 
Brussels and Malmö - Paris. The subsidies are initially expected to cost 30–40 million EUR 
annually, while subsequently phased out to become completely commercial. 
 
 
 



Cross-boarder project to connect regions around the southern Baltic Sea 
20 local authorities, public transport companies and shipping companies from Sweden, 
Denmark, Germany, Lithuania, Poland and Estonia participate in a cross-boarder project 
in order to connect regions around the southern Baltic Sea. The purpose is to improve 
possibilities to travel as a foot-passenger on the ferries and with connecting public 
transport in respective port areas. The project started 2017 and will run during three 
years. For more information go to www.interconnect.one. 
 
 
Negative points for public transport in Sweden 
 
Hot summer caused problems for passengers 
The unusually hot summer caused lots of problems for public transport passengers last 
summer. Buses without functioning air conditioning and cancelled trains due to sun 
kinks. The state owned railway undertaking SJ disbursed the largest amount of 
passenger compensations since 2012. 
 
Still difficult to pay in public transport 
Since 2012 almost all of Sweden's public transport companies have stopped accepting 
cash as payment method. It is not uncommon that passengers, in many cases tourists, 
are denied to board even though they have Swedish currency and urge to pay. If a 
similar situation would have happen air passengers it could be considered as 
discrimination. Frequently, ticket purchases assigned to the companies' mobile 
applications. But in fact there already exist a developed common ticketing system for all 
operators in Sweden throughout www.resrobot.se. Unfortunately the website is 
completely unknown for most people since the trustee, Samtrafiken, co-owned by the 
traffic companies, does not want to launch the site, fearing loss of sale through the 
operators own sales channels. 
 
Saga Rail stopped competing services 
The Swedish open-access railway operator Saga Rail announced to stop operation of its 
services and lodged a complaint to the Swedish Competition Authority until the dispute 
with incumbent national operator SJ is resolved, in protest SJ refuse to offer Saga Rail 
tickets on SJ.se, the dominant online sales channel for train tickets in Sweden. 
 
 
Positive or negative points which can be published in the website or Twitter 
All content. 
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